Abstract. Various information tools appeared to help users locate and retrieve information resources over the Internet. The amount of information resources is increasing dramatically, and it is necessary to use indexing services to deal with the scalability problems. Existing indexing systems collect index data periodically from information servers only. Thus the users of indexing systems lack a common framework where they can share their heuristic information on available resources. This paper introduces collaborative indexing for gathering index data from users. The indexing system is seamlessly integrated with existing information tools. In our model, a group of users with a common view shares feedback of resource discovery. One user's feedback about searches is used by future users to help locate relevant resources. We implemented a prototype system where agents share index data by weighted association. Each agent de nes its domain by community and topic the agent serves. Agents gather users' feedback and use it to change weight values of associations. By doing this, users are relieved from a large volume of irrelevant resources in a global search space, and get more closely related matches to the search request.
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Introduction
Rapid growth in the volume of information resources and the heterogeneity of the available resources make it di cult to access resources e ectively 6]. The large volume causes two serious problems in current resource discovery approaches. Firstly, when a new resource is put to the network without a well-organized framework, users are not informed unless an announcement like electronic mail posting is done properly. Secondly, users are overwhelmed by excessive amount of information resources newly generated and changed everyday. These problems are summarized as information distribution problem and information overload problem 14] .
To help people organize and access these information resources, many information tools like Gopher 1], WWW 3] and WAIS 12] appeared. Although information tools help users to some extent, users still have problems in dealing with increasing volume of resources.
Existing information tools do not provide a way to share users' experience on information resources. Imagine a user wants to nd out resources of a certain criteria. The user will try various information tools to locate the resources. After some trials and possibly with the aid of human experts, the user will locate the necessary resources. Another user looking for similar resources will need to repeat the same sequence of trials.
In this paper, we describe NetAgent system, which records a user's successful search patterns and keeps them for future usage. NetAgent allows users to search for information in context. Instead of a single indexing system, NetAgent deploys multiple topic-speci c indexing agents. A community of users shares a common context over the global information space by interacting with common agents. A user can nd a topic-speci c indexing agent suitable for the user's community by following a path that agents suggest. By doing this, a user can avoid many search results that are useless in the context of the user's community.
The contribution of this paper is to enhance current indexing techniques by achieving the followings:
Collaborative indexing for collecting index data from users. A user can explicitly register a new index or implicitly contribute to his or her community by generating feedback to the indexing system. Context-sensitive searching using organized index data. Community-speci c search or topic-speci c search is supported. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes existing indexing systems and the idea of collaborative indexing. Section 3 presents the design of NetAgent, and Section 4 describes its implementation. Section 5 analyzes how NetAgent deals with the scalability problems. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper. 
Related Works
In this section we de ne the terms we use throughout the paper, and we survey existing indexing approaches over networked information resources.
Terminologies
An information resource is a single information entity which is meaningful by itself. A networked information resource is an information resource that is accessible through communication networks. When used in this paper, the term resource usually refers to a networked information resource.
An information tool is a program that is used to place and organize information resources for future retrieval by navigation or search. By navigation, a user repeatedly follows a path that the tool provides until he or she nds the wanted resources. By searching, a user speci es a query and the tool locates some matching resources.
An information tool is usually composed of information servers and information clients. A user gives a query describing the properties of the wanted resources using an information client. An information server stores resources and responds to the request of an information client in its own protocol.
A resource domain is a collection of resources in an information server. A resource domain is represented by at least one speci c form of an information tool. Examples of the resource domain are a directory in an anonymous FTP server, a subtree in a gopher server, a WAIS source, a USENET newsgroup, and a set of neighboring pages from a WWW page.
An information space is a collection of resource domains. The global information space is the entire set of information spaces that users can access by information tools.
Indexing is the process of generating lists of index terms on resources in an information space. An indexing system matches user queries to resources in information spaces. It generates and uses index data to nd out resources from the given index terms in a query.
A community of users has a common view on information spaces. In this paper, users in a same community are supposed to use a common indexing system to share their experience on searching.
The relationship among above terminologies are depicted in Figure 1 .
Indexing over Networked Information Resources
Various information tools appeared to help users locate and retrieve networked information resources over the network. The amount of resources is increasing dramatically, and it is necessary to use indexing systems to deal with the scalability 4 5 indexed.
Archie 8] maintains an index of le names as well as other information found at all registered anonymous FTP sites.
Veronica 10] maintains an index of Gopher titles, and provides keyword searches on those titles. Both Archie and Veronica use simple attribute-based expression to access index entries gathered by periodic retrieval from information servers.
Development of indexing tools over WWW pages are more active due to the navigational overhead of users on the large amount of available WWW pages. Most of the WWW indexing systems are built in the global indexing approach. An example is the WWWW (World-Wide Web Worm) 16] , that collects the index data by visiting WWW pages recursively.
The Fish Search 7] is another WWW indexing system that navigates WWW pages at run-time instead of having pre-compiled index data. Fish Search has a bene t that there is no obsolete index data. However, there is a disadvantage at run-time since the navigation will overload the WWW servers and the network.
The problem of global indexing is that the index data should be collected over a large amount of information servers, causing a signi cant computational and networking load. Once the collected index data are kept by a central server, search requests can be processed e ciently in a single machine. The problem of central index data is that community-based indexing or topic-based indexing is not easy, because the index data cannot be categorized and changed properly.
Focused Indexing
Focused indexing supports index data per topic and per community to avoid many of the vocabulary and scaling problems in global indexing approaches.
Since index data are gathered over a limited range of resources in a domain, the search can be processed more e ciently. Furthermore, index data are apt to be more meaningful for a topic or for a community of users. The drawback is that users should be able to select the right indexing system before search.
WAIS (Wide Area Information Servers) system 12] allows users to deploy, search, and retrieve documents from indexed WAIS databases. WAIS indexes are distributed to the servers that have the actual databases. A top level index of WAIS called directory of servers has descriptions on each WAIS database to help users to select the right database.
Harvest 5] provides a set of customizable tools for gathering information from diverse repositories to build topic-speci c indexes. Basically, Harvest is made of three system components: Provider, Gatherer, and Broker. A Provider interoperates with FTP, Gopher, and HTTP to gather index data. A Gatherer collects indexing 6 information from a Provider. A Broker provides an indexed query interface to the gathered information. Brokers retrieve information from one or more Gatherers or other Brokers, and incrementally update their indexes.
To enhance performance, the replicator and the object cache are used in Harvest. The replicator can replicate servers to enhance user-base scalability. When accessing information resources from a server, a client can use the object cache to reduce network and server load. Harvest Server Registry (HSR) is a distinguished Broker instance that registers information about individual Harvest Gatherer, Broker, Cache and Replicator in the Internet. Harvest has a number of topic-speci c indexes for computer science technical reports, PC softwares, WWW home pages, and other types of data.
Collaborative Indexing
We suggest collaborative indexing as an enhanced focused indexing. In focused indexing, index data are generated periodically for a speci c topic or a community. This has the bene t of stable management, since the scope of indexing is manually de ned. The problem of focused indexing is that the static index data provide a xed view to the global information space. In addition, there is no way to gather index data from a user community.
We adopt collaborative ltering studied in the information retrieval area. In collaborative ltering systems, people collaborate to help one another perform ltering by recording their reactions to documents they read. A survey on recent informationltering systems and methods can be found in 9]. Collaborative indexing is an approach to collect index data from a group of users and share the result. Although studies on information ltering cover this approach, collaborative indexing is new in resource discovery researches.
Tapestry 11] is a system for ltering electronic mails and newsgroup articles by collaborative ltering. In Tapestry, users' reactions are recorded by the ltering system. Users' reactions can be either explicit or implicit. Users are encouraged to annotate documents, and these annotations can then be used for ltering. Casual users will wait for eager users to annotate, and read documents based on their reviews. Table 1 summarizes the categorization of existing systems by how the systems support domain-level indexing.
Design
This section describes the design of NetAgent. The design is focused on collaborative indexing; provide a framework where domain-level index data are collected, organized and shared by multiple users.
The idea of deploying agents for collaborative indexing is introduced by the analogy 7 of the real world. In general, when people have a question on a topic and cannot nd the answer, they look for experts in that area and ask questions to them.
In the networked electronic world, users looking for resources on a particular topic would send messages to relevant mailing lists or news groups asking if anyone knows where to look. This means that signi cant parts of search information relies on users' experience.
Overview
In the NetAgent model, a user narrows down the search domain by interacting with agents. Once a search domain is selected, actual searches are done over the resources. At each stage of the interactions, the user decides which agents will be selected for further interactions.
In our model, an information space is composed of two levels (see Figure 2) : In the agent level, an agent communicates with other agents to nd out which agents have the index data on a given topic.
In the resource level, resources are organized by tools in resource domains. An agent speci es a set of resource domains as its agent domain, and keep index data for the resources. 
Interagent Communications
Communications between agents are done by message passing. NetAgent system uses a client-server model for a single trading session. An agent becomes either a client or a server for a given session. In a trading path, a server agent for a session becomes a client agent for the next trading. The trading path ends with an information agent.
A message between agents is in Agent Access Format (AAF). The AAF is designed to be compliant to the Uniform Resource Locator format 4] to allow future information tools to access NetAgent. The syntax of AAF is:
x-na://host/agent?expr 1 &expr 2 &:::&expr n x-na is a temporally assigned name of URL scheme for NetAgent. host is a fully quali ed domain name of a network host where the agent resides. agent is a unique agent name in a host. expr is a simple expression composed of attribute name, operator and attribute value. The AND operator is assumed for all expressions in a message. Users can give multiple queries instead of using OR operators. Possible attribute names are shown in Table 2 .
A trading agent may change the input expression and return it as an association. For example, if a \multimedia" agent gets an expression containing a term \multimedia", it will remove the term because it is no longer necessary. Among the attributes, area is used to give a hint to information agents about nding resource domains. If area is not given, subject attributes are examined instead. Following is an example query expression for \ nd all resources on MPEG which is created by an author Kim" subject=\multimedia" & subject=\mpeg" & author=\Kim"
In addition to the expressions from the user, more parameters are included by agents in the message. These parameters are hidden from the users. Message types and their parameters are listed in table 3. 3.3. Three-phase query processing A query issued by a personal agent is processed in three phases as shown in Figure 3 . (i) Summary lookup phase Using a personal agent, a user interacts with a series of trading agents to nd out target information agents. By using an initial query from a user, a personal agent sends a QUERY message to a trading agent, and gets ASSOCIATION messages back. The personal agent shows resulting associations to the user so that he or she can interact with resulting trading agents. If the user selects another trading agents, the personal agent sends messages to the selected trading agents. If an information agent gets a QUERY message, it will try to match the given query to the resources in its domain, and will send REPORT messages containing summary information. Summary information is a brief description about a resource composed of subject, date, author, and the identi er for retrieving the resource. The personal agent shows summary entries to the user so that the user can retrieve resources selectively. (ii) Retrieval phase If a user selects a summary item, the personal agent sends a RETRIEVE request to the corresponding information agent. The information agent translates the request into tool-dependent protocols and sends RESULT back to the personal agent. Further retrieval following a tool-dependent structure is possible by the interaction of the personal agent and the information agent. (iii) Feedback phase After the retrieval phase, the information agent sends a FEEDBACK message to trading agents by following the reverse path of the summary lookup phase. On receiving a FEEDBACK message, the agent removes itself from the access path, and send FEEDBACK message to the precedent agent in the access path. the association is about pre-de ned keywords the agent permits (e.g. multimedia mail, CD-ROM, video, etc).
A personal agent has a community value and records it in all outgoing queries so that trading with community match will happen. A personal agent in an organization will commonly refer to an organization-speci c trading agent, and will provide shared feedback to the agent. Thus the organization-speci c trading agent (e.g. a laboratory agent) will have good knowledge on the organization members' preference.
A user who wants to be attached to more than one community can register new associations referring other organization's agents, although he or she can not o er feedbacks to those agents.
We chose domain names of the Domain Name System 17] to de ne the community. This has the bene t of simplicity. Another design alternative is to use a group of user names, but it is regarded to be of too ne granularity. An agent will accept a FEEDBACK message only if the agent's community is a superset of the message's community.
Each trading agent can be regarded as an indexing server on a speci c area. A general agent is a special kind of trading agent that does not limit its domain to certain keywords. Most organization-level agents would refer to the general agent for all unclassi ed keys. The role of a general agent is an operational issue, rather than a design issue. The registration on general agents would be performed intellectually by subject experts, or by automatic indexing methods studied in information retrieval area 18].
Feedback and Weight Value Changes
The dynamic behavior of an agent is based on weighted associations. A trading agent uses weight values for relevance judgments on how much its associations have been useful. We denote the weight values by two numbers: hit count / total count. Total count is the number an association was referred. Hit count is the number an association was actually used to retrieve resources by personal agents.
For example, if a weight value of an association is 50/100, it means that the agent suggested the association 100 times to users, but it was actually referred 50 times for retrieving resources. The total count is incremented by a ASSOCIATION message, and the hit count is incremented by a FEEDBACK message.
A personal agent copies its community to all messages it generates. A trading agent accepts a feedback only if the community of the message belongs to the same community that the trading agent serves.
For example, suppose a trading agent of community \mit.edu" suggests to a personal agent of community \kaist.ac.kr" to follow an association. If the personal agent retrieves a resource using the suggested association, a feedback message will be sent to the trading 13 agent. But the feedback will be ignored since the community of the feedback message (\kaist.ac.kr") does not match the community of the trading agent (\mit.edu").
Registration of a New Association
A user can register a new association to a trading agent if he or she is allowed to do so by the agent's owner. A trading agent or an information agent on a resource domain can be registered. The registry program permits a new association if the topic and the registering person are acceptable for the agent. The registry checks the user's password to verify the registering person. Figure 4 shows a registry user interface. In this example, an FTP directory is registered to the \multimedia" trading agent.
Implementation
A prototype system was implemented in Perl script language 19]. The user interface was done using Mosaic 2], a WWW client program. The authors con gured a small number of trading agents like \multimedia" agent, and we are testing the implementation. Readers can try the NetAgent prototype at http://cosmos.kaist.ac.kr/netagent.
Personal Agent
A personal agent can be implemented in several ways such as a command language shell or a form-based language. In our prototype, personal agents are implemented in a Mosaic window. Figure 5 shows a query input of a personal agent. 4 
.2. Information Agent
An information agent converts agent messages into tool-speci c operations. We implemented information agents for network news, FTP, and WAIS system. More information agents might be added to support other information tools. Currently WWW is not supported, but the authors are planning to incorporate existing WWW indexing systems as information agents.
An FTP agent was implemented using Glimpse (Global Implicit Search) 15]. Glimpse is an indexing and query system that allows users to search through lots of les in many directories by building a very small index (2-5% of the text). The FTP agent translates the given agent query into Glimpse search commands, and generates agent summary reports from Glimpse search output.
A news agent converts an agent query message into NNTP operations 13]. Summary information is extracted from USENET news headers. Some le-related attributes like filename and filedate are ignored by a news agent.
A WAIS agent converts the message of an agent into the parameters of waisq, a WAIS client program. The output of waisq is translated back to agent summary reports.
Information agents are designed to make use of information inherent to information tools as much as possible for e cient searches. For example, for a given topic, an FTP agent tries le name matches rst. If the matched le is a text le, then it executes full text searches. A news agent gathers information from USENET news headers such as subject and keyword for e cient searches. Among the news headers, news article elds of From, Organization, Newsgroups, Subject, and Date are used for match from the given query. From and Organization are used for matching the author. The WWW agent would navigate the hypermedia space by following a limited number of links from the starting node for full text searches.
The granularity of indexing is di erent for each information agent. Among the attributes in the query expression, only a subset of attributes will be supported by an information tool. For example, for a given topic, an FTP agent can try all attribute matches except author, since FTP agent cannot extract author information from an unstructured document.
Although a query does not specify the resource domain, the information agents should be able to suggest some domains. Information agents usually keep seed index data for this purpose. For example, a news agent tries to nd candidate newsgroups by using a news system le that describes USENET newsgroups (e.g. /usr/lib/news/newsgroups in most Unix news server systems). Since the newsgroups le includes keywords of all news groups, it provides a good starting point for domain selection. Similarly, WAIS information agent refers to the WAIS directory-of-servers source to nd out default starting points of a WAIS search. 4.3. Trading Agent Behavior of each trading agent is speci ed in an agent con guration le. The agent con guration includes agent domain speci cation and trading speci cation. Figure 6 is an example of a con guration le of a trading agent. Each entry represents an association by the key, hit count, total count, owner, and the AAF of the destination agent. In this example, hit count and total count are initially set to 50 and 100 respectively. If no matching associations are found for a given query, default associations are used only. A default association have a small hit count as its initial value to make it appear in a low priority in association reports. In addition to the explicit registration by users, the owner of an agent can modify the agent con guration le manually to add heuristics to the agent. A trading agent loads its associations when it becomes active, and saves it back to the le when the trading is nished. Figure 7 represents a message ow among NetAgent system components. Each host invokes a process called host server for an incoming query. A host server distributes messages to agents in the host. Following is a sample scenario.
Run-time Architecture
A: A user registers an association on newsgroup comp.multimedia to the \Multimedia" trading agent using the registry as was shown in Figure 4 . B: Another user using P 1 issues a query to \General" trading agent that has an association to \Multimedia" agent. The \General" agent would show candidate domains by active users' contributions.
Information System Diversity
During resource discovery, users have to choose the right information tool and switch to other tools whenever necessary. To relieve this load, existing tools provide a way to access resources of other tools. Current approaches are categorized by operation mapping and data mapping 6]. Operation mapping is done by using gateways to translate operations in a system into the ones in another system. Data mapping is done by collecting data from diverse resource domains by agreement protocols. Most existing indexing systems do not consider information system diversity. Rather, they provide indexing services for a single tool.
NetAgent approach is a combination of operation mapping and data mapping, that we call context mapping. NetAgent does not try to fully translate operation and data formats. Instead, information agents provide summary information from various information tools rst. Users can determine whether to access a resource or not by the summary of the resource, rather than having to switch to a speci c information tool.
NetAgent users do not need to worry about what tools to use. Users only need to specify the resource, and agents perform actions on behalf of the user to access various information tools. In this context, agents are similar to a macro processor that expands a given search query to a set of search operations on several resource discovery tools.
Conclusion
In existing indexing systems, the resources are mostly indexed by their attributes, and the organizational information of each information tool is lost. In addition, there has been no support to incorporate vast amount of users' knowledge on the index data. Our collaborative-indexing system is a new way to collect and distribute networked information resources. Since anyone can register a new indexing information, other users can locate the wanted resources without the same navigation overhead. Furthermore, since the indexing information is graded by weight values from users' feedback, the user can determine which resource domains are useful in the user's context. NetAgent is designed to be extensible so that a new information tool can be incorporated as information agents.
We believe that future information systems will allow users to search for information in context, and our system based on agents provides a solution for this while dealing with the scalability issues.
Much work remains to be done, including full implementation and evaluation of the system. Further research areas include the followings: Access to heterogeneous information tools. More information tools and database systems can be incorporated as information agents. Replication and caching. Agent model would be extended for massive caching and replication of information resources since agent domain can be a unit for this purpose. An agent might monitor resource usage pattern of its domain and suggest how to cache and replicate its domain for e cient use. Monitoring in a user's context. In existing information tools, monitoring is usually done by users. Users repeatedly check resource domains to nd out if there is any new information interesting. An agent might be con gured to do monitoring on behalf of users, and to report periodically. Agents of this functionality are similar to the agents in network management systems and o ce information systems.
